ISG Antiracist Reading List
86 items in 7 sections

Essential Reading

So you want to talk about race

Why I’m no longer talking to white people about race

White rage : the unspoken truth of our racial divide
Author: Anderson, Carol (Carol Elaine) Type: Book ISBN: 9781632864123 Publisher: Bloomsbury Place of publication: New York Publication Date: 2016 Tags: Essential Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index. Available At: Main Library Main Library (HUB SHORT LOAN) - Ground floor E185.61 And.; Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor E185.61 And.

White fragility : why it’s so hard for white people to talk about racism
Author: DiAngelo, Robin J. Type: Book ISBN: 9780141990569 Publisher: Allen Lane Place of publication: UK Publication Date: 2019 Tags: Essential Notes: Includes bibliographical references. Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor HT1521 Dia.

"Why are all the Black kids sitting together in the cafeteria?" : and other conversations about race
Are prisons obsolete?

Author: Davis, Angela Y. (Angela Yvonne), 1944-  
Type: Book ISBN: 9781583225813 LCCN: 2006281923  
OCLC Number: 52832083 Publisher: Seven Stories Press Place of publication: New York Publication Date: 2003  
Tags: Essential Notes: Includes bibliographical references (p. 119-127).  
Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor HV9471 Dav.

The man-not : race, class, genre, and the dilemmas of black manhood

Author: Curry, Tommy J., 1979-  
Tags: Essential Notes: Includes bibliographical references (pages 237-274) and index.  
Available At: Main Library Main Library (HUB SHORT LOAN) - Ground floor E185.86 Cur.; Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor E185.86 Cur.  
Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Pleasure activism the politics of feeling good

Author: Brown, Adrienne M. Additional Person Name: Piepzna-Samarasinha, Leah Lakshmi, 1975-  
Type: Book ISBN: 1849353271 Publisher: AK Press Place of publication: Chico, CA Publication Date: 2019  
Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

How to Be an Antiracist

Author: Ibram X. Kendi  
Type: E-book Publisher: Random House Tags: Essential  
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Me and White Supremacy

Author: Layla F. Saad  
Type: E-book Tags: Essential  
Link (books.google.co.uk)
White privilege: the myth of a post-racial society

**Author:** Bhopal, Kalwant  **Additional Person Name:** Alibhai-Brown, Yasmin  **Type:** Book  **ISBN:** 9781447335986  
**OCLC Number:** 1003727026  **Publisher:** Policy Press  **Place of publication:** Bristol  **Publication Date:** 2018  
**Tags:** Essential  **Notes:** Includes bibliographical references (pages 165-196) and index.

Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

---

This Book Is Anti-Racist: 20 lessons on how to wake up, take action, and do the work

**Author:** Tiffany Jewell and Aurelia Durand  **Type:** E-book  **Tags:** Recommended

Link (books.google.co.uk)

---

The Clapback: How to Call Out Harmful Black Stereotypes

**Author:** Elijah Lawal  **Type:** E-book  **ISBN:** 1529380812, 9781529380811  **Publisher:** Hodder & Stoughton  
**Publication Date:** 2020  **Pages:** 352

Link (books.google.co.uk)

---

Inequalities in Tech

---

Artificial unintelligence: how computers misunderstand the world

**Author:** Broussard, Meredith  **Type:** Book  **ISBN:** 9780262346733  **OCLC Number:** 1032375260  **Publisher:** The MIT Press  
**Place of publication:** Cambridge, Massachusetts  **Publication Date:** 2018  
**Notes:** Includes bibliographical references and index.

Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

---

Decoding the social world: data science and the unintended consequences of communication

**Author:** González-Bailón, Sandra, 1977-  **Type:** Book  **ISBN:** 0262343452  **OCLC Number:** 1016156531  
**Publisher:** MIT Press  
**Place of publication:** Cambridge  **Publication Date:** 2017  
**Notes:** Includes bibliographical references and index.

Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)
The intersectional Internet: race, sex, class, and culture online
Additional Person Name: Noble, Safiya Umoja; Tynes, Brendesha M. Type: Book ISBN: 9781433130014
LCCN: 2015029829 Publisher: Peter Lang Place of publication: New York Publication Date: 2016 Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index. Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor HM851 Int.

Algorithms of oppression: how search engines reinforce racism
Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Race after technology: abolitionist tools for the New Jim Code
Author: Benjamin, Ruha Type: Book ISBN: 9781509526437 LCCN: 2018059981 OCLC Number: 1078415817 Publisher: Polity Press Place of publication: Newark Publication Date: 2019 Notes: Includes bibliographical references (pages 240-273) and index. Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor HN90.I56 Ben.
Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

#HashtagActivism: networks of race and gender justice
Author: Jackson, Sarah J., 1982- Additional Person Name: Bailey, Moya; Welles, Brooke Foucault Type: Book ISBN: 9780262356503 OCLC Number: 1130310895 Publisher: MIT Press Place of publication: Cambridge, MA Publication Date: 2020 Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.
Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Programmed inequality: how Britain discarded women technologists and lost its edge in computing
Author: Hicks, Marie Type: Book ISBN: 9780262035545 LCCN: 2016021258 Publisher: MIT Press Place of publication: Cambridge, MA Publication Date: 2017 Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index. Available At: Murray Library Main Library, King’s Buildings (RESERVE) HD6135 Hic.; Main Library Main Library...
Woke Gaming: digital challenges to oppression and social justice


Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Digitizing Race: Visual Cultures of the Internet.


Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Cybertypes: race, ethnicity, and identity on the Internet


Queer times, black futures


Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Weapons of math destruction: how big data increases inequality and threatens democracy

Author: O'Neil, Cathy Type: Book ISBN: 0141985410 Publisher: Penguin Books Place of publication: UK
The social life of DNA: race, reparations, and reconciliation after the genome

**Author:** Nelson, Alondra  
**Type:** Book  
**ISBN:** 9780807027189  
**Publisher:** Beacon Press  
**Place of publication:** Boston  
**Publication Date:** 2016  
**Notes:** Includes bibliographical references (pages 171-192) and index.  
**Available At:** Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor E185.625 Nel.

Dark matters: on the surveillance of blackness

**Author:** Browne, Simone, 1973-  
**Type:** Book  
**ISBN:** 9780822359197  
**LCCN:** 2015012563  
**Publisher:** Duke University Press  
**Place of publication:** Durham  
**Publication Date:** 2015  
**Notes:** Includes bibliographical references (pages 191-202) and index.  
**Available At:** Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor E185.86 Bro.  
**Link** (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

In the wake: on Blackness and being

**Author:** Sharpe, Christina Elizabeth  
**Type:** Book  
**ISBN:** 9780822373452  
**LCCN:** 2016024750  
**OCLC Number:** 1141663324  
**Publisher:** Duke University Press  
**Place of publication:** Durham  
**Publication Date:** 2016  
**Notes:** Includes bibliographical references and index.  
**Available At:** ECA Library ECA Library - (STANDARD LOAN) - Level 0 E185.625 Sha.  
**Link** (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Artificial knowing: gender and the thinking machine

**Author:** Adam, Alison.  
**Type:** Book  
**ISBN:** 041512963X  
**Publisher:** Routledge  
**Place of publication:** London  
**Publication Date:** 1998  
**Notes:** Includes bibliographical references (p. 187-201) and index.  
**Available At:** Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor HQ1233 Ada.

Data feminism

**Author:** D'Ignazio, Catherine,  
**Additional Person Name:** Klein, Lauren F.  
**Type:** Book  
**ISBN:** 9780262358521
Intersectional Tech: Black Users in Digital Gaming

Publication Date: 2020 Pages: 224
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Black Software

Author: Charlton D. McIlwain Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Distributed Blackness: African American Cybercultures

Author: Andre Brock, Jr. Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Bearing Witness While Black: African Americans, Smartphones, and the New Protest #Journalism

Author: Allissa V. Richardson Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Race After the Internet

Link (books.google.co.uk)

Invisible women : exposing data bias in a world designed for men

Author: Criado-Perez, Caroline Type: Book ISBN: 9781784741723 Publisher: Chatto & Windus
Feminism & Intersectionality

Wayward lives, beautiful experiments : intimate histories of social upheaval

Author: Hartman, Saidiya V. Type: Book ISBN: 9781788163231 Publisher: Serpent's Tail Place of publication: London Publication Date: 2019 Available At: ECA Library ECA Library - (STANDARD LOAN) - Level 0 E185.86 Har.

Sister outsider : essays and speeches

Author: Lorde, Audre. Type: Book ISBN: 0895941422 LCCN: 84001844 Publisher: Crossing Press Place of publication: Trumansburg, NY Publication Date: 1984 Notes: Includes bibliographical references. Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 3rd floor PS3562.O75 Lor. Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Eloquent rage : a black feminist discovers her superpower


Thick and other essays


History and Racism (UK)
Brit(ish) : on race, identity and belonging


Frederick Douglass and Scotland, 1846 : living an antislavery life


Inglorious empire : what the British did to India

Author: Tharoor, Shashi, 1956-  Type: Book  ISBN: 9781849048088  OCLC Number: 967857701  Publisher: Hurst & Company  Place of publication: London  Publication Date: 2017  Notes: Includes bibliographical references (pages 251-288) and index.  Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor DS463 Tha.; Main Library Main Library (HUB SHORT LOAN) - Ground floor DS463 Tha.

Black and British : a forgotten history

Author: Olusoga, David  Type: Book  ISBN: 1447299760  Publisher: Pan Books  Place of publication: London  Publication Date: 2017  Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.  Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 2nd floor DA125.N4 Olu.

The good immigrant


Race and antiracism in black British and British Asian literature

Author: Gunning, Dave.  Type: Book  ISBN: 1781388180  OCLC Number: 735593303  Publisher: Liverpool University Press  Place of publication: Liverpool  Publication Date: 2010  Notes: Includes bibliographical references and index.  Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 3rd floor PR888.R34 Gun.  Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

History and Racism (USA)
The warmth of other suns: the epic story of America's great migration


Citizen: an American lyric


Locking up our own: crime and punishment in black America


Reproductive injustice: racism, pregnancy, and premature birth

Author: Davis, Dána-Ain, 1958- Type: Book ISBN: 9781479805662 LCCN: 2018037661 OCLC Number: 1056475637 Publisher: New York University Press Place of publication: New York Publication Date: 2019 Notes: Includes bibliographical references (pages 219-239) and index. Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 3rd floor RA564.86 Dav. Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Aberrations in Black

Author: Roderick A. Ferguson Type: E-book Link (books.google.co.uk)
Conversations in Black: On Power, Politics, and Leadership
Author: Ed Gordon Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

A Black Women's History of the United States
Author: Daina Ramey Berry and Kali Nicole Gross Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Caste: The Origins of our Discontents
Author: Isabel Wilkerson Type: E-book ISBN: 0593230256, 9780593230251 Publisher: Random House Publishing Group, 2020 Publication Date: 2020 Pages: 496
Link (books.google.co.uk)

The New Negro
Author: Alain Locke Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

A Terrible Thing to Waste: Environmental Racism and Its Assault on the American Mind
Author: Harriet A. Washington Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

The Good Immigrants How the Yellow Peril Became the Model Minority
Author: Hsu, Madeline Yuan-yin. Type: Book ISBN: 0691176213 OCLC Number: 1016855623 Publisher: Princeton University Press Place of publication: Princeton, New Jersey Publication Date: 2015 Notes: Includes bibliographical references (pages 313-324) and index.
Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)

Autobiography & Memoir

I know why the caged bird sings
When they call you a terrorist: a black lives matter memoir


Men we reaped: a memoir


Red dust road

Author: Kay, Jackie, 1961- Type: Book ISBN: 9780330451055 Publisher: Picador Place of publication: London Publication Date: 2010 Available At: Main Library Main Library (HUB SHORT LOAN) - Ground floor PR6061.A932 Kay.; Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 3rd floor PR6061.A932 Kay.

Born a crime and other stories


Heavy: An American Memoir

Author: Kiese Laymon Type: E-book

Link (books.google.co.uk)

What Doesn't Kill You Makes You Blacker: A Memoir in Essays

Author: Damon Young Type: E-book

Link (books.google.co.uk)
How We Fight for Our Lives
Author: Saeed Jones Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption
Author: Bryan Stevenson Type: E-book Publisher: Spiegel & Grau
Link (books.google.co.uk)

My Name Is Why
Author: Lemn Sissay Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Memoirs of a Black Englishman
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Fiction by BIPoC Authors

Girl, Woman, Other
Author: Bernardine Evaristo Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Passing
Link (eu01.alma.exlibrisgroup.com)
Giovanni's room


White teeth


The color purple


Kindred


The Icarus girl


The bluest eye

Author: Morrison, Toni. Type: Book Publisher: Triad Place of publication: London Publication Date: 1981 Available At: Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 3rd floor PS3563.O8749 Mor.
Invisible man

Author: Ellison, Ralph. Type: Book ISBN: 0140180532 Publisher: Penguin Place of publication: London
Publication Date: 1965 Available At: Main Library Main Library (HUB SHORT LOAN) - Ground floor PS3555.L625 Ell.; Main Library Main Library (STANDARD LOAN) - 3rd floor PS3555.L625 Ell.

The Ballad of Black Tom

Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

Fledgling

Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)

White is for Witching

Type: E-book
Link (books.google.co.uk)